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At that moment, it seemed that Andrewhad completely seen him
through.

He didn’t know what Andrewwas thinking, but what he was thinking,
Andrewseemed to have seen it in his own eyes.

how can that be?

Guan Yi calmed his mind slightly, wondering why he suddenly felt this
way, it was so strange.

“I’m here to see you, there is indeed something.”

He didn’t want to circumscribe.

It seems that dealing with people like Andrewdoes not need to be
ambiguous, and it doesn’t make much sense anyway. First post @@@



“You? The ground, the ground, the ground, the ground, the ground? You
know, what exactly is the

crypt ?” “You know a little bit.”

Andrewsaid.

There is no acknowledgment, and no denial.

During the negotiation process, it is often the best way not to answer
questions directly.

Guan Yi was a little annoyed, but still patient.

He knew that he had made the first step wrong and fell into a passivity.
Now he wants to reverse it, but it is even more difficult.

“The crypt, like the Tiangong, belongs to another dimension space. If the
Tiangong is considered a second-dimensional space, then the crypt is
the third.”

“The crypt is not willing to fall behind the Tiangong.”

“So, the Tiangong will be destroyed. Now?”

Andrewasked.

“This is just one of the reasons.”



Guan Ning asked Jiang Ning. Xin said that you are not curious. Next,
you must ask, what are the other reasons, right?

But Andrewjust nodded, did not ask another word, just quietly looked at
Guan Yi, and waited for him to continue talking.

Seeing that Guan Yi didn’t mean to continue speaking, Andrewwas still
not in a hurry. It seemed that if Guan Yi didn’t speak for two minutes, it
was time to see off the guests.

“The devil is looking for something, it may be in the heavenly palace.”

Guan Yi still couldn’t hold back.

“What are you looking for?”

Andrewasked.

He always has that kind of expression, that is, I just ask casually, you
can answer or not, but if you don’t answer, I will see you off.

Andrewis not in a hurry, and there is no pressure, but the concerns are
different.

He betrayed the greedy wolf, and there was only one result, either
greedy wolf died or he died.



If you want to die from the greedy wolf, you can only join forces with
Andrewand use Jiang Ning’s hand to kill the greedy wolf, otherwise he
will undoubtedly die!

“I don’t know.”

Guan Yi shook his head, even if he knew, he didn’t want to say.

Chatting with Andrewcan really be pissed off by him.

Live to death!

He wanted to be patient and let Andrewbe more proactive, but
Andrewalways had that expression and didn’t care.

“I came to you, just to tell you that the Devil King is back and will
definitely continue to look for this thing. Once he finds it, Tiangong will
have no chance of recovery.”

Guan Yi said, “We can cooperate.”

Just cooperate. Now, Andrewis the knife in his hand, his tool, which can
be used to deal with greedy wolves.

“Why should I cooperate with you?”

Andrewshook his head, “What heaven, I don’t care, whether it can
recover, it has nothing to do with me.”



“You are not afraid of him coming to you?”

“What is he looking for? Way?”

Andrewsaid indifferently, “It’s good if everyone doesn’t break the river.
He knows what the provoking will end in.”

After speaking, he waved his hand.

“I thought you had something new to tell me. That’s all. I’m really not
interested.”

“Sorry, I still have things to be busy, please.”

Jiang Ning’s tone was very calm, without any reason. Guan Yi
deliberately releases a little information, and any mood swings are not
fooled at all.

He didn’t know what, because he wanted to say this, just to arouse his
interest so that he could get into the hook slowly.

Andrewwas bored with this kind of tricks a few years ago and was
boring.

Guan Yi was stunned.

He looked up at Jiang Ning: “The Devil King is not that kind of person, he
will kill all the people blocking his way!



Chapter 2356

“Anyone who threatens him, he will not let it go!”

“You, are you really afraid?”

Andrewsmiled: “Then the most dangerous, shouldn’t it be you?”

“I’m not interested in arguing. , He knows, and you… do you really think
that he doesn’t know you want to betray him? Want to borrow my hand,
and you will take advantage of the fisherman’s profit, it will only make me
think, the people in the crypt, are they not there yet? Kaihua.”

“Your method is too low-level, and elementary school students are not as
good as it.”

“You…”

Guan Yi’s face was red, and she didn’t expect to be so humiliated by
Jiang Ning.

He opened his mouth, but didn’t know what to say. He was indeed for
this purpose, and it was really seen through by Jiang Ning.

“Okay, I understand what you mean.”

He didn’t say anything, got up and said goodbye, “Excuse me.”



Guan Yi walked to the door, turned his head and looked at Jiang Ning.

“You will come to me.”

After speaking, he left.

Andrewglanced at Guan Yi’s back and didn’t say anything.

The sudden appearance of Guan Yi just proved that the catacombs
always existed, but for so many years, no trace was revealed, until the
greedy wolf appeared and returned to the catacombs.

Just as I got the inheritance of the Dragon Chair, what Greed Wolf got,
I’m afraid it was the inheritance of that crypt demon king.

The current Greedy Wolf is not only powerful, but also has a background
as big as the crypt!

If he really gets into trouble, it is really not a good thing.

But the appearance of Guan Yi also exposed one point, that is, the
catacombs, people’s hearts are not uniform!

“The trick to kill with a knife is too low-level.”

Andrewsaid, “Moreover, it’s very boring.”



Guan Yi didn’t disclose too much information, just wanted to use those
illusory intelligence to deceive Jiang Ning, but Andrewwould not be
fooled.

Not seeing rabbits or scattering eagles is the minimum mental ability.

“Would you like to send someone to follow him?”

Mason walked in, “This guy’s origin is a bit mysterious, I’m afraid that the
person who came is not good.”

He felt that kind of, uneasy.

“No need.”

Andrewshook his head.

Guan Yi said, he will go to him, but he must be wrong.

“This guy, I will come to see me again.”

He squinted his eyes. “This kid doesn’t understand greedy

wolves at all.” The kind of greedy wolf is sinister, cunning, and very
greedy. , But he is very cautious, smart, and uncertain about things that I
will never do lightly.



Now everyone doesn’t know each other’s details, greedy wolves won’t
do it easily.

What he should do the most is to tidy up the catacombs. Looking at the
intentions of the catacombs, Andrew knows that the catacombs must be
chaotic, and it takes time for greedy wolves to thoroughly clean the
catacombs, and this time is also precious to Andrew. .

“I want to retreat for three days, no one can disturb me!”

Andrewsaid immediately.

Mason was startled, could he feel the urgency in Jiang Ning’s eyes, did
something happen?

Andrewjust talked with Guan Yi for a few minutes, and Guan Yi certainly
couldn’t reveal any useful information, but Andrewstill grasped some
details.

He didn’t even know the meaning, and he appeared by himself. This was
a signal, and the true and false information he said was meaningless to
Jiang Ning.

The biggest significance is to let Andrewknow that there is still time to
prepare, but time is running out.

“Yes.”

Mason nodded, “Don’t worry, I’ll make arrangements!”



After speaking, he ran out immediately.

Andrewtook a deep breath and sat cross-legged, looking at the longevity
pool water in the bottle.

“Hope, it’s here.”

He doesn’t care what Greedy Wolf is looking for, those people in the
crypt, and what he wants to do. Now the most important thing is to have
the ability to protect himself. He wants to let Greedy Wolf understand
that well water does not offend river water To be the best, there must be
enough power!

The current Andrew is strong enough, but facing the greedy wolf and the
entire crypt, it is still far from enough!

Tiangong…

Is there any power to borrow?


